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Anderson, Wilkinson, & Mason

Abstract

A Microanalysis - 1

Six third-grade classes received two lessons in which the teaching emphasis was on global story meaning
and .two lessons in which the teaching emphasis was on surface features of language. The study
demonstrated that an emphasis on story meaning leads to superior performance on an array of outcome
measures, especially for children in low and average reading groups. The study confirmed that children
taking an active turn reading aloud and answering the teacher's questions, particularly children whose
reading fluency is low, learn more at these moments. The study found that the average ability of a
reading group, especially average group fluency, is more strongly related to outcome measures than are
the abilities of individual members of the group. The study showed that the importance and density of
information on a page and the serial position of the page, but not its readability, are associated with
outcomes.
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Anderson, Wilkinson, & Mason A Microanalysis - 2

A MICROANALYSIS OF THE SMALL-GROUP,
GUIDED READING LESSON:

EFFECTS OF AN EMPHASIS ON
GLOBAL STORY MEANING

Every day 10 million children throughout the United States gather in small groups for lessons with their
teachers in which they read and discuss stories. These small-group, guided reading lessons probably are
the most productive part of the reading program. Confirming common sense, teacher effectiveness
research suggests that-reading growth is greatest when children are directly working with the teacher
(for a review, see Rosenshine & Stevens, 1984). In most primary school classrooms, children receive
the teacher's most concenirated attention during the small-group lesson and, likewise, children are more
attentive during these lessons (Mason, 1984).

Despite the pervasiveness, probable effectiveness, and staying power of the ;mall-group, guided reading
lesson in American primary school classrooms, there has been only a modest amount of systematic
research on features of this kind of lesson. According to Duffy (1981), one problem is that "reading
research and teaching research have been moving forward 'out of earshot' of each other. Research o
reading reflects little of what has been discovered about teaching" (p. 113). Another probiem is t
difficulty and expense of systematic classroom research.

The present study is one step in a program of research that seeks a comprehensive understanding of the
small-group, guided reading lesson. The purpose of this research is to determine the tactors that
converge at a moment to determine whether information then being covered in a small-group reading
lesson will be comprehended, learned, and later remembered. The operative phrase is "converge at a
moment"; it is for this reason that we call the approach microanalysis. Investigated are the page-by-page
and even proposition-by-proposition transactions during the lesson, and how these relate to children's
later ability to retell the story and answer questions.

According to Au and Mason (1981), microanalysis of lessons requires praximal illdicesthat
that arise directly from students' performance during the lessons. An advantage of micro
proximal indices is that it gives a chance of untangling the nexus of causal forces that o
by moment during a lesson. This is less true of research that uses measures dist
classroom transactionsfor instance, a standardized end-of-year reading test or an es
end-of-unit test, of say, ability to draw inferences from a new text. On the other ha
using proximal indices has drawbacks as well. One disadvantage is that a proximal in
maintenance or transfer of abilities that may have been enhanced by a lesson. I
trade-offs between the close-up view provided by microanalysis and the wide-an
most other instructional research.
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The research described in this report sought to replicate and extend the studies reported by Anderson,
Mason, and Shirey (1984). Two of the major findings from this research w re that an emphasis on
meaning leads to better recall of lesson material than does an emph.,..sis on accurate oral reading, and
that the child who is taking an active turn recalls more of the lesson material than do the children who
are following along. It was these two findings that the research described herein attempted to replicate.
The difference is that this research used grade-appropriate stories, the children met in their regular
reading groups, and they were taught by their regular teacher; whereas the previour studies employed
lists of unrelated sentences, the children met in especially constituted groups, and they were taught by
a research assistant.

The first major issue investigated in the present study was whether
better student performance than does an emphasis on word analys
emphasis on meaning was achieved by having teachers ask questio
upcoming story events. Under the comparison condition, teachers

n emphasis on meaning leads to
s and accurate oral reading. An

ns that required students to predict
maintained an emphasis on surface



Anderson, Wilkinson, & Mason A Microanalysis - 3

features of language by asking questions that called for word analysis and by stressing accurate oral
reading. As will be explained in more detail later, the theory is that predicting upcoming story events
leads children to construct interconnected representations of the stories, which is expected to have
benefits for comprehension, learning, and remembering.

The second major issue investigated in the study is whether a child who is the tumtaker at any given
momentthat is, the one reading aloud, answering a question, or making a contribution to a
discussion--is getting more from the lesson at this moment than nontumtakersthat is, children who are
following along. The theory to explain the presumed benefits of active turntaking is simple: Being the
turntaker heightens a child's attention- and involvement. Everyone believes that active turntaking is
important. Aside from Anderson, Mason, and Shirey (1984), however, we do not know of any direct
evidence clearly establishing its importance.

Review of Previous Research_

To place the present study in context, we will summarize two lines of previous research. The first is
research on the relative effects of high-level and low-level questions on children's learning, which is
relevant for understanding the probable effects of the types of questions-employed in this study. The
second is research on grouping children for instruction, which is important because of the possibility that
children in low, average, and high reading groups will respond differently to lessons that emphasize story
meaning, lessons that emphasize the surface features of language, and to turntaking opportunities.

Teacher Questions and Learning

Questions are perhaps the major tool a teacher has for achieving a certain emphasis in a lesson. In a
classic study reported in 1967, Guszak found that nearly 80% of the questions asked by a sample of
second-, fourth-, and sixth-grade teachers were low-level, litei al questions whereas only 20% could be
classified as high-level, nonliteral questions. Until recently, there has been little reason to suppose that
teachers have not continued to ask mainly literal questions. For instance, literal questions have
predominated in basal manuals (Hansen, 1981). However, in 1989 O'Flahavan, Hartman, and Pearson
(1989) repeated Guszak's study and found a sizable shift in the kinds of questions teachers are asking.
According to their data, 50% of the questions teachers now ask are literal and 50% are nonliteral.

Evidence that high-level questions actually promote the reading of primary grade children is neither
plentiful nor completely persuasive. Tierney and Cunningham (1984) conclude that, "Despite the fact
that informal prequestioning and discussion are widespread classroom practices, we could find little
research which examined the effect of these activities as actually carried out in classrooms on students'
learning froth 'reading" (pp. 6i9-620). And later albs, state, "Too few studies haVe examined the
effectiveness of using questions within classroom settings" (p. 623). In seeming contradiction to Tierney
and Cunningham's conclusion is Redfield and Rousseau's (1981) meta-analysis of classroom questioning
studies. They found an advantage for higher order questions. But none of the titles of the 14 studies
that could be included in the analysis mentions reading; many mention social studies or science instead.
Only a few studies involved primary or elementary school students.

In fact, in reading in the primary grades there is some evidence that low-level questions might even lead
to greater gains in reading achievement than high-level questions (for a review see Rosenshine &
Stevens, 1984). In a reanalysis of the large data set from the First Grade Reading Group Study, Martin,
Veldman, and Anderson (1980) found that answering "reading" questions ("questions that required
students to decode words and focus on sounds" p. 487) and answering what were infelicitously called
"nonreading" questions ("comprehension questions, thought questions, and fact questions") were both
positively related to year-to-year gains in reading achievement. Maybe the content of questions is not
so important as opportunities for active turns. Or, perhaps low-level questions lead to a larger number
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of opportunities for turns and the turns are more evenly distributed across members of the group,
balancing what would otherwise be an advantage for high-level questions.

The inconsistent results obtained In previous studies of high-level questions with primary grade children
mar be attributable to children not knowing how to answer them. Raphael and Wonnacott (1985)
taught children how to analyze question-answer relationships and how to draw the inferences that
different types of questions require. This instruction, along with lessons in which children got a diet of
questions demanding inferences, has produced positive results in classroom investigations.

Many studies have evaluated complicated treatments in whit!' high-level questions are only one feature.
For instance, evaluations of reciprocal teaching (e. g., Palincsar & Brown, 1984) and the Directed
Reading Thinking Activity (e. g., Davidson, 1970; Petre, 1970, both cited in Tierney & Cunningham,
1984) have been positive. However, it is impossible to say what role the nature of the questions played
in these results,

Despite the confusing picture from previous clatsroom research, we believe that there arc compelling
theoretical reasons to suppose that asking questions that invite students to predict upcoming story events
will enhance comprehension of and memory for stories (Anderson, Mason, & Shirey, 1984). The
reasoning is that the task of predicting story events is likely to cause children to construct interconnected
story representations. This is important because, phenomenologically, understanding a story is "seeing
how story events are connected. Likewise, retrieving information from memory about any given story
event involves having a story representation in which temporal and causal connections with the rest of
the story have been established (van den Broek, 1990). In contrast, an emphasis on word analysis and
accurate reading is unlikely to promote the formation of interconnected story representations. Indeed,
asking word-analysis questions between story segments may actually disrupt children's attempts to make
bridging inferences. Similarly, focusing on word-level errors during reading turns may distract children
from the task of building overarching connections among story events.

Grouping for Instruction

Grouping has been studied fro.n a number of angles. Much of the previous research has addressed the
issue of whether students of a given level of ability achieve more in homogenous or heterogeneous
groups. Reviews of this research conclude that being in a homogeneous group sometimes helps high-
ability students, but that it fairly consistently retards the,achievement of low-ability students and may
impair their social status and self-esteem as well (Persell, 1977; Good & Marshall, 1984; though see
Slavin, 1987).

A' plausible reason forthe poor showing of low groups is that they tend to receive lessk satisfactory
instruction (14;-,bert, 1983). For instance, the pace of instruction is slower (Barr & Dreeben, 1983), and
teachers provide less sustaining feedback in low groups (Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; Hoffman
et al., 1984). Concomitantly, children in low groups are less attentive than children in high groups
(Felmlee, Eder, & Tsui, 1985) and less of the talk in low groups is about the task at hand (Johnson,
1981).

Other research on grouping has taken an organizational perspective. Grouping is seen as a means for
coping with the number and diversity of children in a class in a way that enables orderly coverage of the
curriculum (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Dreeben, 1984; Dreeben & Barr, 1987). Among the interesting
fmdings from this type of research is that high gioups are larger in racially mixed classes, which gives
black students an increased chance to get into high groups (Sorensen & Hallinan, 1984).

Despite the distressing association between membership in low groups and less effective instructional
practices, authorities on grouping such as Dreeben (1984) and Hallinan (1984) stress that the

7
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composition of groups and the nature of instruction ought to be conceived as distinct, although
interacting factors. In Hallinan's words,

Grouping practices and mode of instruction may vary separately or jointly across tracks
or group levels. . . Ultimately, it should bc possible to determine which particular
grouping practices are most effective at each ability level and how their effectiveness
relates to the mode of instruction that distinguishes that level. Thus, research models
should specify how grouping practices and modes of instruction interact to enhance or
hinder learning. (pp. 234-235)

To recapitulate, the focal questions posed in the present study were as follows: (a) Which is more
effective in a small-group reading lesson, an emphasis on story meaning or an emphasis on word analysis
and accurate oral reading? and (b) Do children get more from reading lessons at moments when they
are taking active turns?

If one grants that classroom instruction is, or could be, a complex phennmenon involving the interaction
of many factors, then it followS that dependable answers to the two foregoing questions cannot be
obtained outside of an investigation of other features of small-group instruction that are of known or
possible importance. Thus, a number of additional factors were examined in this study. Briefly, these
factors included the children's individual reading comprehension level and reading fluency, gender and
ethnicity, the average comprehension level and fluency of reading groups, the positions of the pages in
the stories the children read, and the importance, readability, and density of the information on each
page. Of special concern was whether active turntaking or an emphasis on meaning or surface
interacted with the abilities of the children or the average abilities of the reading groups of which they
were members.

Method

Subjects

One hundred forty-nine children in six third-grade classes (including one combination second-third grade
and one combination third-fourth grade class) from two schools participated in the study. One school
was located in a working-class neighborhood and the other in a middle-class neighborhood of a
midwestern industrial city. About 75% of the children were white and 25% were black, with a few other
minorities. A standardized reading achievement test given during the study showed that subjects had
an average stanine of 6.6 with a standard deviation of 2, which compares with a national average of 5
and standard deviation of 2.

Design and Procedure

Six teachers agreed to use fear stories with all the children in their classrooms. The stories were
featured in lessons taught on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday during a week in the spring. A
battery of tests was given on Wednesday. Each story, which was completc!y read in one lesson, was
introduced by the teacher with the following instructions:

I have a story for you to read today. You'll take turns reading this story out loud.
This means that when one person is reading out loud, the rest of you should be
following along in your own booklets reading silently. Please don't say anything or
make any noise when someone is reading because we want to make sure that we hear
the whole story. After you read each page of the story I'll ask you a question about
the story. Any questions?

8
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Lessons for two stories,engaged children in story mewing using prediction questions that focused on
the major plot elements of the stories. This was called the meaning-emplwsis treatment. Lessons for
two other stories engaged the children in word analysis and accurate reading. This was called the
swface-emphasis treatment.

The study employed the partially counterbalanced design displayed in Table 1. Note that receiving the
meaning-emphasis (ME) treatment or the surface-emphasis (SE) treatment is orthogonal to both Day
(1 through 5) and Story (A through D). Day and Story, however, are partially confounded; this fact is
inconsequential because neither-Day nor Story holdi *Intrinsic interest.

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

Teachers taught the lessons to their regular, intact reading groups, all of which were giouped by ability
into three reading.groups._ .1.t the beginning of each reading lesson, teachers distributei booklets
containing the day's gory. The booklets were in the children's hands only during the lesson. The
teachers had children take turns orally reading each page of the story in a fixed order around the
reading circle. To assure that order of turntaking was independent of other characteristics of the
children, the first child to read in a group was chosen from a predetermined random list.

The teacher recorded the time the lesson began and ended and wrote the name of the child who read
each page aloud in her copy of the story booklet. The teacher also marked any reading errors in the
booklet, which she returned to us at the end of the lesson. After a child read a page, he or she was
asked one question, either about story meaning or word analysis. Questions and likely answers were
listed in the teacher's booklet. One volunteer was also called upon to answer; however, only the oral
reader's participation was coded as an active turn for the data analysis.

During meaning-emphasis lessons, teachers were advised to "ignore reading mistakes unless the word
reported destroys the intended meaning of the sentence. Then correct the error by saying the correct
word. Usually repeat the word in a phrase context." During surface-emphasis lessons, teachers were
tolcrto "promptly correct every reading error that the oral reader makes. Then have him or her repeat
the word. Even if the child only stumbles but self corrects have him or her repeat the word."

Following the story reading, children went to their seats to complete on their own two tasks involving
the story they had just read. The tasks were monitored by one of the researchers. First, the children
were given a lined paper that began, "Dear friend, Today we read a new story in school. Here is what
happened in-the story." They were instructed to "Pretend that you are writing a letter to a good friend.
You want to tell your friend everything that happened in the story that you just read. Write down
everything that happened in the story so that your friend will know what the story is about. We have
started the letter for you." One of the members of the research team circulated around the room
encouraging children to keep writing.

When children had completed the letter, they were given a sheet containing 12 short-answer questions
(13 for one story), one for each page of the story, to answer in writing. For example, the sheet for the
story called Flower Street included these questions:

What time of year did the story take place?
Why did Mrs. Black want to plant seeds?
How did Mr. and Mrs. Black take care of the plants?
What did Mr. and Mrs. Black do with the flowers after they were all grown?

9
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The four stories were selected from children's magazines and books and adapted for use in the study.
The Boy and the .Whistle is a magical story about a child who is led home on a very cold day by the
sound of his whistle. A Groundhog by the Fireplace describes the misadventures of a foolish man who
is deceived into thinking that a groundhog will bring him good luck. Flower Street is about the efforts
of a woman and her husband to beautify the rundown street they live on by planting flowers. Instant
Watermelon describes a gullible boy who thinks his father can make a watermelon grow instantly.

All of the reading groups in each classroom read each of the foregoing stories. This was done to enable
an assessment of the effect of individualabilities and the average abilities of reading groups that was
not confounded by differences in the stories that groups read. We made sure the stories were fairly easy
for third graders, so that low groups would not fmd them too difficult. The average readability of the
stories according to the Fry (1977) formula was late second grade (2.8 in grade equivalents). That the
stories were, in fact, not too difficult is suggested by the low rate of oral reading errors (see Table 1).

Each story was broken into 12 segments (one story was broken into 13 segments), each segment
appearing on a separate page. Segments typically contained 4 or 5 sentences, each beginning with a new
paragraph, and presenting a relatively complete idea or event from the story.

Two teacher booklets were constructed for each story, one for the meaning-emphasis condition and one
for the surface-emphasis condition. The booklets contained the directions for conducting the lessons
and the questions for the teacher to ask. Meaning-emphasis questions asked children to predict what
might happen later in the story. For example, the teacher's booklet for Flower Street included these
questions:

What might Mr. and Mrs. Black do now?
What might happen text?
What might the Blacks do with the plants now?
What might the people on Flower Street do with the flowers?
What do you think might happen, now that there are flowers on Flower Street?

The questions asked under the surface-emphasis condition focused children on analysis of words in the
section they had just read. For example,the questions asked about Flower Street included the following:

Ask pupils to find two words in this section with a long vowel and silent e at the
end (place, space, name) and one word ending in e that does not follow the
rule (there).

Ask pupils to fmd words that indicate more than one (plural) (things, seeds, pots,

bowls, cups, jars).

Point out that flowers has two syllables. Ask them to locate other words that
have two syllabics (Stevens, window).

Explain with the word Everyone that it contains two little words and is called a
compound word. Ask them to find another compound word (outside).

Measures

Comprehension measures were based on subjects' raw scores on the reading subtest from the 1971
edition of the SRA Achievement Series, Primary II, Form E. Raw scores were converted to national
stanines using the mean and standard deviation from the testmaker's national norming sample.

1 0
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Fluency measures were based on the time in tenths of a second that it took subjects to read four lists
of 15 words. The lists contained, respectively, high- or low-frequency words with either regular or
irregular vowel-sound patterns (..iason, 1976). We summed times on the four lists, took the natural log
of the sum to normalize thc scores, and inverted the scale before converting to local stanines based on
the sample mean and standard deviation.

The measures of recall were based on subjects' written retellings of the stories. Several adults parsed
the stories into propositions, where a proposition was approximately equal to an independent clause.
An adult rater did blind scoring of the propositions in each retelling. A proposition was counted as
recalled if the gist was reproduced, which meant the subject could substitute approximate synonyms,
change the syntax, or omit unessential content and still be counted correct. The measure was the
percentage of propositions on a page that was recalled. Other adult raters judged the importance of
each proposition to the plot of the story. The percentage of these propositions in a story that was
recalled constituted the measure of important story elements recalled.

The short-answer measure was based on a lenient scoring of subjects' answers to the questions. A
response was counted correct if it matched the response given by any one of seven I adults who had read
the stories and answered the 4uestions, or if it was judged to be a plausible, story-related response.

Oral reading errors were recorded by the teachers during each lesson. An error was defined as any
deviation from the print. Teachers were instructed to "put a slash through each word in the story that
the student reads incorrectly." One caution regarding the measure of oral reading errors: The teachers
were asked to respond to errors differently during meaning-emphasis lessons and surface-emphasis
lessons. This could have differentially influenced the criterion they applied to decide whether an error
had occurred or whether to record it.

At the end of the week, subjects were presented with a list of the titles of the four stories and asked to
rank them in terms of interestingness, where 1 = most interesting and 4 = least interesting. The
rankings were later inverted so that a high score meant high interest. It is worth noting that current
research suggests that a simple ranking is the most sensitive of several possible measures of children's
degree of interest in stories (Jose & Brewer, in press).

Table 2 summarizes basic, descriptive information about the variables in the study. Some of the
variables are derived from other varidules. For instance, group fluency and fluency of the turntaker of
the moment are derivative variables, because each is based on the same scores as individual fluency.
Not listed are interactions and the quadratics of continuous variables. Table 2 presents the means and
standard deviations of untransformed variables. We applied normalizing transformations to several of
the variables before analysis. Percentage of propositions recalled and percentage of important elements
recalled were measured in radians following an arcsine transformation (2 aresineip). Percentage of oral
reading errors was measured in logits (ln(p/1-p)/2).

[Insert Table 2 about here.]

Data Analysis

Two levels of analysis were completed for each dependent variable. In one, the child was the unit of
analysis. In the other, the reading group was the unit of analysis. The latter analysis caters to the
theory that a reading group is more than a collection of individuals and deals with the worry that it
might not be appropriate to count individual children in a group as contribating independent
observations (Burstein, 1980; Raudenbush & Bryk, 1988). Furthermore, in some analyses, called story-
level analyses, the basic unit of measurement was performance on a complete story. In other analyses,
called page-level analyses, the unit of measurement was performance on one page of text within a story.

11
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Basically, we did analyses of variance. We did the analyses within the flexible logical and computational
framework afforded by the general linear model (Cohen & Cohen, 1983; Pedhazur, 1982). Models of
most aspects of the data were estimated in ordinary least squares analyses using SPSSz Regression
(SPSS, 1988). Where the assumptions of ordinary least squares analysis could not be met, we employed
maximum likelihood estimation using the SAS Logist procedure from the SUGI supplemental library
(SAS Institute, 1986). The nominal alpha level for tests of significance was .01. Hereafter effects will
be described simply as significant or nonsignificant.

In analyses employing least squares estimation, tests of significance were constructed using the logic of
mixed between-subjects and within-subjects analysis of vaeiance. Between-subjects factors were
evaluated in terms of their contribution in explainir4 between-subjects variance while within-subjects
factors were evaluated in terms of their contribution in explaining withinsubjects mince. In each case,
the error variance was the final residual after all variables had been entered into the equation. This
amounts to a pooled estimate of various theoretically.possible sources of error. The F ratio for each
main effect and interaction was couputed off-line based on the increment in the squared multiple
correlation coefficient at the point of entry.

The degrees of freedom in least squares analyses took account of the number of tests of significance that
were run and, of course, whether the analysis was individual level or group level and page level or story
level. For example, consider the degrees of freedom in the analysis of the percentage of propositions
recalled in which the individual child's performance on an individual page was the unit of analysis.
There were 149 children, most of whom recalled propositions from each of 12 pages in each of 4 stories.
There were 24 instances when children were abscnt from lessons; hence, there were 6,864 observations.
The degrees of freedom for the error term in within-subjects tests of significance were (N-1)(SP-1)-V
= 6,548, where N is the number of subjects, S the numbcr of storics, P the number of pages, and V the
number of variables (both main effects and interactions) tested for significance in the full model (120
in this case).

In analyses employing maximum likelihooa estimation, the test of significance for a factor was the
likelihood ratio test for nested models: twice the difference in log likelihoods of a model including the
factor and a model excluding the factor, which is approximately distributed as a chi-square with the
degrees of freedom equal to the number of hypotheses tested (usually one). Difference chi-squares are
in the same spirit as the point-of-entry F ratios employed in least squares analyses.

During the within-subjects phase of analyses, the variables were entered in blocks as follows:
within-subjects factors, quadratics of selected within-subjects factors, interactions among within-subjects
factors, between-subjects factors, and, finally, interactions between within-subjeas and between-subjects
factors. The between-subjects faetors were evaluated in a separate analysis; they were included in the
within-subjects phase of the analysis in order to get proper estimates of interactions of within-subjects
and between-subjects factors and appropriate b-weighis.

Within blocks of variables, order of entry was based on logic or theory. In cases where there were no
a priori grounds, variables were entered with forward selection in order of variance explained. Allow
us to stress that the factors of major interest in the study were orthogonal to one another, so in most
of the important cases the order in which variables were entered made no difference. Collinearity was
an issue only among measures of child characteristics and among measures of text characteristics. In
our search for the best model in these cases, we weighed temporal and causal priority and consistency
across analyses, as well as the strength of effects in a given analysis. We also compared alternate
analyses in which collinear main effects and interactions were entered in different orders.

Here is an example of how we chose among competing models: Group heterogeneity in fluency (the
standard deviation of individual fluency scores) competed with group fluency (the mean of individual
fluency scores) in almost every analysis. As it happens, there was a pronounced negative correlation
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between group heterogeneity and group fluency. That is to say, low groups tended to be composed of
children witlra wider tinge of fluency scores than high groups. In most analyses, either group fluency
or group heterogeneity, but not both, would make a significant contribution. We chose to include group
fluency in the models presented in this paper, instead of group heterogeneity, because group fluency had
slightly stronger and more consistent effects, because this made more sense to us, and because previous
sesearch suggests that the average level of a group is much more likely to be important than group
heterogeneity (Dreeben & Barr, 1987, Table 3, p. 33).

All two-way interactions were investigated, except tF se among child characteristics and those among
text characteristics, because, for instance, the in action of individual comprehension and group
comp: thension wouldn't have wade any sense. Nr of the-interactions involving three or more factors
was examined, because there was no theory to guide the choice of which interactions to examine and
unguided exploration would have vitiated the power of the study. Presented.here are reduced models
that were compiled by deleting factors from the corresponding full models that did not figure in
significant effects and rerunning the computer program. Selected nonsignificant effects were included
in reduced models to enable comparison with related models in which the effects were significant. Of
course, factors involved in significant interactions had to be included in reduced models even when the
main effects were not significant.

In page-level analyses, a vector of performance means on the 48 pages (12 pages for each of 4 stories)
was entered at the very last step. This removed all remaining variance attributable to page and story
and, thereby, increased the predsion of the analyses. Unidentified page and story factors had a large,
significant effect in every analysis. The b-weights in the tables reflect relationships before the vector of
page means was entered.

The percentage of variance accounted for in page-level analyses may seem extremely small. This
perception arises because most researchers are accustomed to dealing with performance measures
aggregated at least to the level of a story. For the researcher used to dealing with aggregated data, our
data have been radically disaggregated in individual-subject, page-level analyses. Although the
performance of individual children on single pages of a story is highly variable, which accounts for the
small percentage of variance figures, when the performance of dozens of children on dozens of pages
is considered, effects can be estimated with approximately the same reliability and precision as with
aggregated data. Saying this the other way around, the unexplained or error variance is higher when
observations are disaggregated rather than aggregated, but the number of observations is proportionately
greater, too. so page-level and story-level analyses can yield roughly the same results.

Results

The first overarching question addressed in this study is whether an emphasis on story meaning or an
emphasis on word analysis is more effective in a small-group, guided reading lesson. TablP 3
summarizes mean performance as a function of the teaching emphasis on the six dependent variables
included in the study. The second major question that we sought to answer is whether turntakers get
more from lussons at moments when they are taking turns than do nonturntakers at the same moments.
Table 4 presents the mean performance on the two measures included in the study that are relevant to
answering this question.

[Insert Tables 3 and 4 about here.] ,

Next we will present a detailed analysi . if each dependent variable. Tables 5 and 6 display alternate
analyses of the recall of propositions. Tables 7 and 8 summarize analyses of responses to short-answer
questions. Tables 9 and 10 contain analyses of the recall of important story elements. Table 11 shows
the analysis of oral reading errors. Tables 12 and 13 present the analyses of children's rankings of
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interest in the stories. Finally, Table 14 contains the analysis of lesson time. The figures display the
most interesting and important of the interactions.

Table 5 summarizes the analysis in which the dependent variable was the percentage of propositions
recalled. The-unit of analysis was the individual child's performance on an individual page from one
of the stories. The b-weights express the increak in percentage of recall: (expressed in logits)
attributable to a one-unit change in the variables listed in the left-hand column. The column headed
Percent Variance gives estimates of the magnitude of the effects of variables. Each estimate is based
on the increment in the -squared multiple correlation coefficient at the point at which the variable
entered the analysis. In the rows in the table labeled Constant/Residual, the first number is the
constant (i.e., the intercept) and the second number is the residual (i.e. the unexplained or error
variance).

[Insert Table 5 about here.]

Table 5 establishes that several variables significantly influenced the percentage of propositions recalled.
First, the table shows that recall was affected by children's individual comprehension scores and by
average group fluency. We had a policy of entering individual measures of ability before the group
measures, on the greunds that the individual measure is logically prior. Otherwise, in this and
subsequent analyses the group averages usually would have overshadowed the individual measures,
because average group ability was more strongly related to outcome measures, even in analyses in which
the individual was the unit of analysis.

Second, Table 5 indicates that children recalled more propositions when they read stories ader a
meaning emphasis than under a surface emphasis. The type of teaching emphasis was invol% A in one
significant interaction: As can be seen in Figure 1, a meaning emphasis produced an advantage over
a surface emphasis when average group comprehension was low, but the advantage became smaller as
group comprehension increased, nearly disappearing as group comprehension reached a maximum.

[Insert Figure 1 about here.]

Third, Table 5 establishes that children's recall was higher when they were turntakers rather titan
nonturntakers:

Table 5 indicates that two properties of the information on pages significantly influenced recall of
propositions: (a) The more important the information on a page, the greater was the recall and (b)
Recall declined from the first page to the last page of the stories. The significant effect of position of
page squared appeared because the rate of decline was high at the beginning of a story and leveled off
somewhat toward the end.

Table 5 indicates that there were three significant interactions among measures of reading ability, and
aspects of the information on pages. Figure 2 shows that as average group comprehension increased
there was progressively better recall of propositions on pages containing important information whereas
group comprehension had a smaller influence on recall of propositions from pages containing less
important information. To draw Figure 2, two extreme values of page 'importance were selected
(although the interaction was calculated using all gradations of page importance). The same technique
was used to draw the other figures showing interactions of two continuous variables. Therefore, in
interpreting interactions involving two continuous variables, it should be kept in mind that the figures
show lines representing the upper and lower boundaries of the interactions, enclosing families of
unplotted but easily visualizable intermediate lines.

Figure 3 reveals that individual comprehension had a geater influence on recall of propositions on pages
early in stories than on pages later in stories. Figure 4 documents that average gi-oup fluency had a
greater influence on recall of propositions from pages early in stories than later in stories. Although
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these two interactions may seem redundant with one another, they were statistically independent. That
is, the presence or absence of either interaction in the model did not influence the magnitude or shape
of the other.

[Insert Figures 2-4 about here.]

Table,. &summarizes the alternate analysis of percentage of propositions recalled in which the unit of
analytis was the performance of an entireleading group on.a page of text. Of course, individual-level
variables, such as individual comprehension, individual fluency, and turntaking, could not be included
in this analysis.

[Insert Table .6 about here.]

A comparison of Table 6 and Table 5 reveals that the analysis based on groups is similar to the analysis
based on individual children and only somewhat less sensitive. Most newsworthy is the fact that the
meaning-emphasis condition is still significantly superior to the surface-emphasis condition.

Table 7 presefits an analysis of the responses to the short-answer questions in which the unit of analysis
was an individual child on an individual page. Because there was one question per page, and answers
were scored correct (= 1) or incorrect (= 0) with no partial credit, ordinary least squares estimation
would have been inappropriate. In its place, we employed logistic regression and maximum likelihood
estimation. To provide starting values for the logistic regreision, we used ordinary least squares analysis
to compute an approximate model. Probabilities based, on the approximate model, truncated to lie
between 0 -and 1, were theft expressed as logits and regressed on the reduced model variables, again
ming least -squares regression, giving initial values for the logistic regression.

[Insert Table 7 about here.]

In the within-subjects phase of the analysis of responses to the short-answer questions, we removed all
between-subjects variance by entering first a vector of subject means. The b-weights reported in Table
7 reflect this. To control for the effects' of unidentified story and pages factors, as we did in other
analyses, we removed all remaining variance due to these factors by entering a vector of page mems
after identified page factors had been entered. The percentages of variance and chi-squares repox ted
in Table 7 reflect this. The vector of page means accounted for 23.76% of within-subjects variance.
This is a much larger percentage of variance than is explained by unidentified story and page factors in
the individual-level -analysis of recall of propositions, because it represents not only story and page
variation but also vation in the difficulty of the short-answer questions. The percentages of variance
reported in Table use the McKelvey and Zavoina (1975) analog of R2 for logit models (see Aldrich
& Nelson, 1984). These R2s assume a dependent variable measured on an underlying interval scale, and
the sums of squares upon which the R2s are based are estimates rather than actual values. Hence, the
percentage of variance figures should be interpreted cautiously. We report them only to assist
comparison with other analyses.

Table 7 shows that several factors and their interactions affected responses to short-answer questions.
First, the individual subject's comprehension and fluency and the reading group's average fluency were
related to the probability of a correct response.

Second, a meaning emphasis led to a higher prObability of correc response than a surface emphasis.
The sir, :leant interaction of the teaching emphasis with page position is graphed in Figure 5, which
indicates that the advantage of a meaning emphasis was greatest early in stories. The comparable
interaction was not signfficant in the analysis in which the dependent variable was percentage of
propositions recalled, but the trend was similar. The two functions differ somewhat in shape, but both
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show performance tailing off toward the end of a :itory and both show that the benefits of a meaning
emphasis are greatest at the beginning of the storj.

[Insert Figures S & about here.]

Third, the main effect of turntaking fell short of being significant, but the interaction of turntaking and
the turntaker's fluency, shown in Figure 6, was significant: The benefit of an active turn was greater
when the turntalcer's fluency was low.

As can be secn in Table 7, the density of information on a page, the position of the page in a story, and
the quadratic of' position significantly affected the probability of correct short-answer responses. The
one remaining significant effect was the interaction of' page position and group comprehension. High
groups did relatively better at the beginning than at the end of stories.

A comparison of Table 7 with Table 5 reveals that in most reipects the results with the short-answer
measure wt e similar to the results with the propositions recalled measure.

Table 8 summarizes the alternate analysis of responses to the short-answer questions in which the
reading group was the unit of analysis. An ordinary least squares model provided a good fit to these
data. The model is comparable to the one obtained in the subject-level analysis presented in Table 7.

[Insert Table 8 about here.]

Table 9 contains an analysis of percentage of recall of important story elements. This is a story-level
rather than a page-level variable. Turntaking is a page-level factor go it is not included in this analysis.
As can be seen, individual comprehension, individual fluency, group 'fluency, story, and meaning versus
surface emphasis significantly influenced recall of key story elements.

[Insert Table 9 about here.]

Table 10 summarizes the alternate analysis of recall of important story elements in which the reading
group was the unit of analysis. The results of this analysis are similar to the results of the one presented
in Table 9. In particular, meaning emphasis versut surface emphasis is significant in both analyses.

[Insert Table 10 abouthere.]

Table 11 contains the analysis of percentage of oral readbg errors. The unit of analysis is the child who
is reading aloud. This is a page-level variable; in each reading group each page was read aloud by one
child.

[Insert Table 11 about here.]

Table 11 indicates that oral reading errors were significantly affected by the turntaker's fluency and'
comprehension and the density of information on the page. Turntakers made significantly fewer errors
when there was a meaning emphasis than when there was a surface emphasis. Two significant
interactions appeared. The Meaning vs. Surface x Turntalcer's Race interaction appeared because black
and white children made the same percentage of oral reading errors when meaning was emphasized,
whereas only black children suffered a greater increase in error rate when surface features of language
'were emphasized. The Meaning vs. Surface x Page Position Squared interaction appeared because,
relative to a surface emphasis, a meaning emphasis was associated with more reduction of errors in the
middle of a story than at either the beginning or the end.

[Insert Table'12 abdut here]
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Table 12 presents an analysis of the children's iiinkings of story interest. Each child ranked all four
stories on a scale of 1 to 4, so there was no between-subjects variance. Because the-scale was ordinal,
maximum likelihood estimation was employed in this analysis. We again used the McKelvey and
Zavoina (1975) analog of R2 to estimate the percentage of variance explained. Table 12 documents that
an emphasis.on meaning caused children to rate the stories as significantly more interesting than an
emphasis on surface features of language. Also significant was the particular content and form of the
stories. Table 13 contains an alternate analysis of interest, also employing maximum likelihood
estimation, using the reading group as the unit of analysis. Again, meaning versus surface emphasis and
story were significant.

Table 14 summarizes the analysis of minutes per lesson. This is a story-level variable. Lesson time is
an attribute of groups not individuals, thus group was the unit of analysis. Two significant effects were
discoyered: The higher the average fluency of the group the. shorter were the lessons. Meaning-
emphasis lessons took less time than surface-emphasis lessons.

[Insert. Tables 1344 about here.]

Discussion

The major finding of this study is the small but pervasive influence of an emphasis on global story
meaning. When teachers emphasized meaning by asking questions that required predicting upcoming
story events, the children performed somewhat better on every measure included in the study. As
compared to the surface-emphasis collodion, when meaning was emphasized, the children evidenced
more complete recall of propositions, superior recall of important story elements, and more correct
answers to short-answer questions; they rated the stories as more interesting, made fewer oral reading
errors, and finished the lessons more quickly.

The design of the study suggests that the emphasis on meaning had a causal role in producing these
outcomes. This was a ccunterbalanced within-subjects design; therefore, the outcomes could not have

'been due to the reading level or other traits of the children, the classroom climate or ability of the
teachers, or the characteristics of the stories. The advantage for an emphasis on meaning appeared in
both page-level and story-level analyses and whether the individual student or the reading group
comprised the unit of analysis.

While the finding that the meaning-emphasis condition was superior to the surface-emphasis condition
is notable for its pervasiveness, several issues regarding the robustness and generalizability of the finding

'must be addressed. A first issue arises from the fact that the teaching emphases examined in this study,
especially the surface emphasis, are not representative of most ordinary classroom instruction. The
study was designed to determine the limits of the effects of variation in teaching emphasis, and so the
treatments were not necessarily intended to be representative. To the extent that the study has been
successful, it has established a principle about surface and meaning emphases in small-group reading
lessons. However, one must have realistic expectations when generalizing the -findings to ordinary
instruction. Day in and day out, most teachers probably conduct lessons that lie somewhere in between
the surface-emphasis and meaning-emphasis conditions as these were exemplified in this study. Thus,
if a typical teacher were more strongly to emphasize stpry meaning in her lessons, the changes in
children's performance probably would not be as pervasiVe as the ones observed in this study.

The second issue is the small size of the absolute difference between conditions on some measures,
especially percentage of propositions recalled and percentage of oral reading errors. One reason the
differences seem small is attenuation due to performance floors; the differences probably.would have
been larger if the average levels cf performance had been nearer the midpoints of the scales. The fact
that there were performance floors is not a grave problem. It merely makes the absolute size of
differences an unsteady guide to the strength of effuts. A third, and more specific issue is that there
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is no particular reason to suppose that meaning-emphasis instruction would generally take less time than
surface-emphasis instruction. It probably took less time in this case because teachers were asked to limit
the amount of discussion. The result does indicate that the benefits of meaning-emphasis lessons are
not time dependent, it conclusion that also emerged from our previous study (Anderson, Mason, &
Shirey, 1984).

That there was actually a higher rate of oral reading errors under the surface-emphasis condition than
under the meaning-emphasis condition may seem astonishing, considering that. under the former
condition accurate oral reading was one of the principal'goals toward which teachers were asked to
strive. A possible explanation for this fmding is that children's developing mental representation for a
story provides information that assists decoding (see Pehrsson, 1974). The prediction questions featured
in the meaning-emphasis condition presumably promote the developmeui of a coherent story representa-
tion, whereas, in contrast, the word-analysis queitions asked id the surface-emphasis condition may tend
to disrupt the formation of a coherent representation. Furthermore, the stress in the surface-emphasis
condition on accuracyswhile reading may lead some children to make mistakes because they ignore
semantic constrakts and become overreliant on graphophonemic information. An alternative
explanation is procedural: As already indicated, teachers were asked to deal with errors in a different
way under the two conditions, and this may have influenced them to apply different criteria for judging
whether an error had been made or whether to record it.

Average group comprehension conditioned the effects of an emphasis on meaning on recall of
propositions and, to a lesser extent, recall of important story elements. The effects of a meaning
emphasis were greatest with low and average reading groups, smaller with higli groups. Other research
points to the same conclusion. Hansen and Pearson (1982) found that second-grade and fourth-grade
students recalled more from stories when preparation for reading included questions designed to activate
schemas needed to understand the stories. The advantage was greatest for low readers. Hansen and
Pearson surmised that good readers already engage 'in the processing required for comprehension
whereas poor readers often need prompting. The Hansen and Pearson study and the present one
converge on the conclusion that poor readers will benefit most from meaning-oriented instruction.

A second major finding of this study was that children learn and remember more lesson material when
they are involved in taking active turns. As compared to nonturntakers, children recalled more
propositions from pages they had read aloud and answered questions about during the lesson. Taking
an active turn also positively influenced responses to short-answer questions when the readihg group's
fluency was low. Note that propositions recalled and short-answer responses are the only measures
included in the study upon which an advanta;e for active turntaking could have appeared. Note also
that turntaking could be evaluated only in suuject-level analyses.

Educators universally believe that active involvement facilitates learning. Yet the only empirical evidence
from previous classroom research that supports this belief is indirect and equivocal. Specifically, several
findings from the process-product studies (e.g. Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; for a review see
Rosenshine it. Stevens, 1984) suggest that students who are actively involved in lessons make larger
year-to-year gains in reading. A problem of intr .-etation of these findings arises, however, because
students who were more involved may well ha . been more able,. motivated, confident, or socially
aggressive; growth in reading could ha-Jf.. been related to one or more of these traits, instead of simply
to involvement.

The finding from this study and its precursor (Anderson, Mason, & Shirey, 1984) that active turntaking
facilitates learning and remembering permits an unambiguous interpretation. Remember that children
did not bid tor turns to read; turns were assigned in order from a randomly chosen itarting point. Thus,
the design assured that whether a student was a turntaker or nonturntaker at certain moments during
a lesson was independent of the student's ability and, other personal traits. Hence, the observed
increments in what the student learned at those moments is attributable to active involvement per se.
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Properties of the texts influenced performance in several ways. Page position had a pronounced
influence on propositions recalled, short-answer responses, and oral reading errors. While the exact
shape of the best fitting function varied depending upon the outcome measure, one common feature
across measures was the decline in performance from the beginning to the.end of stories. This result
is roughly consistent with other data on the influence of the serial position on the learning and
remembering of information in texts, except that an up turn in performance at the very end of the texts
would be expected (Freebody & Anderson, 1986). Page position appeared several times in interactions
with meaning versus surface emphasis and aspects of reading ability. The form of these interactions was
for the teaching emphasis or abiityindex to have stronger, effects at the beginning than at the end of
stories. The overall decline in performance and the fact that major factors started to lose their potency
over the course of stories suggests progressive failure of the processes required for comprehension.
Anotheepossibility to explain declining performance keys on the tests rather than the lessons; it could
be that the children tended to get iiredtefore completing the tests each day. Writing a whole story
from nP,mory is something these children had never done before. Composing their thoughts, spelling,
and handwriting were dearly a challenge for many of them. The short-answer test, which followed the
retelling of each story, also involved composing and writing a phrase dr more for each item.

The importance of the information on pages strongly influenced recall of propositions. Furthermore,
groups with high comprehension proved to be more sensitive to importance than groups lower in
comprehension. Both of these results have precedents in previous research (Brown & Smiley, 1977;
Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980) and are easily rationalized in terms of metacognitive theory. Less easy
to understand is the fact that the density of information on a page was associated with a higher
percentage of correct responses to short-answer questions and a lower percentage of oral reading errors.

Readability was notable for its failure to have any discernible effect or any measure or to enter into any
significant interactions. This was true even though the readability of pages varied widely--from grade
levels of 1.0 to 8.0 on the Fry (1977) scale. That readability proved impotent is consistent with
Anderson and Davison's (1988) thesis that sentence length and word length (or frequency), the variables
included in readability formulas, are not inherently very important for comprehension but are merely
markers for the factors that are causally important, such as topic knowledge and topic interest. Notice
that demands on topic knowledge and topic interest are operative mainly at the level of the whole story,
whereas readability varied mainly at the level of the page in this study.

Lastly, several interesting findings involving reading ability emerged from the study. Especially
interesting was the fact that the group measures, in particular the group fluency measure, had significant
effects even though we entered them after the individual measures. Thus there-is no escape from the
conclusion that the group measures contain something more than or different from the individual
measures.

It is really quite extraordinary that the average ability of a group of 6 to 10 children of sometimes varied
abilities predibts the children's performance on outcome measures as well as or better than the abilities
of the individual children. But this is only the most recent in a long string of studies (e.g. Bad &
Dreeben, 1983; Juel, 1990; Weinstein, 1976) to give this result, so the finding must be taken seriously.

There are several reasons why group ability might predict outcomes better than individual ability. The
first is that as teachers compose reading groups they may correct for errors of measurement in
individual ability, based on their voluminous experience with the children's class performance. If a child
is sick, distracted, or, on the other side, performs uncharacteristically well on a short, one-shot test, the
teacher can override this faulty test score information when composing groups. The effect would be that
the .group measure is a more valid and reliable assessment of the ability of individual students than is
the individual measure. This is a possibility that we have developed at length in another paper
(Anderson, Wilkinson, Mason, Shircy, & Wilson, 1988). The second possible explanation is that the
teacher may composcreading groups partly on the basis of noncognitive traits that are positively related
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to lesson outcomes, such as effort, attention, and cooperation. The effect might be, in other words, for
group "ability" to indirectly reflect other characteristics that produce superior performance. The third
possible explanation is that the teacher may employ more effective instructional practices with high than
with low groups. For instance, the pace of instruction appears to be faster in higE groups (Allington,
1984; Ba..:r & Dreeben, 1983). Thus, group "ability" may indirectly reflect differentially effective featuxes
of instruction that members of a group receive in common. A fourth possibility is that the cultuie of
reading groups of differtnt levels may differ with respect, for instance, to norms for paying attention
(Eder & Felmlee, 1984). Group "abiity" could reflect in part variations among groups in attention, and
variations in attention could explain why group ability is more highly associated with outcomes than is
individual ability.

The present study offers no strong grounds for choosing among possible explanations of the group-ability
effect. Previous research does not either, although investigators have displayed a distinct preference for
explaining the effect in terms of differences among groups in instructional practices or norms of
behavior. The idea that group ability could represent additional information about children's traits used
by the teacher when .she composes groups has not been seriously considered. Yet, as far as we'can see,
this is as plausible an explanation as any other.

Another interesting finding from the present study is that, among the measures of reading ability, it was
group fluency that had the strongest relationships with outcomes. This is surprising because the
measures of fluency (individual as well as group) were psychometrically imperfect: The words were easy
for the children and scores piled up at the top of the scale. In the current zeitgeist, comprehension is .
everything, so it will seem doubly surprising to some that an imperfect measure of fluency was a better
predictor of a range of outcomes than a psychometrically strong standardized comprehension measure.
Perhaps the explanation is that children in highly fluent groups experience a smooth and continuous

reading that promotes the development of a connected representation of the story. In contrast, children
in low-fluency groups experience frequent continuity-destroying pauses, false starts, mistakes, and
backtracking that may undermine the formation of a coherent, connected story representation.
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Table 1

Assignment of Treatments and Stories to Classes According to Day

Class Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

1 St AME St BME Tests St CSE St DSE
2 St ASE St BSE Tests St CME St DME

3 St CME St DME Tests St ASE St BSE
4 St CSE St DSE Tests St AME St BME

5 St BME St AME Tests St DSE St C--SE

6 St BSE St ASE Tests St D--ME St CME
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Table 2

Description of Variables

Variable
Measurement
Scale/hiethod

Meaning of High
Positive Score M SD

Dependent Variables

Proposition? Percentage Good Recall 14.00 1830
Important Element? Percentage Good Recall 35.30 21.40
Short Answers 1, 0 Correct Resporse .63 .48
Interest Ranking Very Interesting 2.52 112
Oral Reading Error? Percentage Many 1.40 . 2.70
Lesson Time Minutes Long 14.00 3.22

Independent Variables

Meaniag vs. Surface +1, -1 Meaning emphasis 0.00 1.00
Turntaking +1, -1 Active Turn -.75 .66

Individual Compreheision National Stanine High 1 6.64 1.95
Individual Fluenct ', Local Stailine Fluent 5.00 2.00
Turntaker's Comprehension National Stanily; High 6.64 1.95
Turntaker's Fluency' Local Stanine Fluent 5.00 2.00
Group Comprehension Group Mean High 6.62 129
Group Fluency Group Mean Fluent 4.99 1.13
Group Heterogeneity

in Comprehension Standard Deviation Diverse 1.33 .73
Group Heterogeneity

in Fluency' Standard Deviation Diverse 1.52 .72
Gender +1, -1 Girl .05 1.00
Ethnicity +1, -1 Black -.49 .88

Importance of Page Proportion Important .10 .06
Readability of Page Grade Level Difficult 2.78 1.43
Density of Page Proportion Dense .08 .01
Position of Page Serial Position End 6.50 3.49

-

*Norm.dizing transformation applied before analysis. 28



Table 3
4

Means of Dependent Variables by Meaning Versus Surface Emphasis

Variable Scale Meaning Surface

Recall of propositions Percentage 14.83 13.08

Short answers Probability .65 .62

Recall of important elements Percentage. 37.38 33.24

Reading errors Percentage- 1.16 1.69

Story interest Ranking 2.72 2.31

Lesson time Minutes 12.81 15.19



Table 4

Means of Dependent Variables by Turntaker Versus Nonturntaker

Variable Scale Turntaker Nonturntaker

Recall of propositions Percentage- 15.48 i3.74

Short answers Probability .67 .63
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Table 5

Subject-Level Analysis of Recall of Propositions

Variable
b-weights Percent

VarianceEntry Final

1

Between-Subjects

Subject's comprehension .05 .03 11.76 20.47*

Subject's fluency .03 .01 3.32 5.79

Group, fluency .07 .08 4.38 7.62*

Group comprehension -.02 -.02 .15 .26

Constant/residual -.01 80.39

Within-Subjects

Meaning vs. Surface .03 .16 .43 36.74*

Importance of page 1.23 -.54 1.96 167.83*

Page position -.05 -.03 9.12 782.93*

(Page position)2 .002 .002 .21 18.11*

Active turn .03 .03 .19 16.14*

Meaning vs. Surface
x Page position -.004 -.004 .05 4.55

Meaning vs. Surface
x Group comprehension -.01 -.01 .12 10.13*

Importance of page
x Group comprehension .26 .24 .13 11.42*

Page position
x Subject's comprehension -.005 -.003 .35 29.79*

Page position
x Group fluency -.005 -.005 .13 10.90*

Other page and stoly factors 11.04 20.16*

Constant/residual .14 76.28

* For Between-Subjects factors, critical F (1,140) = 6.82,p < .01; for Within-Subjects
factors, critical F (1,6548) = 6.63 p < .01; for other page and story factors, critical
F (47,6548) = 1.72,p < .01.
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Table 6

Group-Level Analysis of Recall of Propositions

b-weights Percent
Variance FVariable Entry Final

Between-Groupa

Group fluency .10 .09 40.45 7.51

Group comprehension 5)1 .01 .29 .05

Constantftesidual .01 59.26

Within-Groups

Meaning vs. Surface .03 .14 1.27 28.77'

Importance of page 1.22 -.54 5.61 127.34*

Page position -.05 -.04 26.92 611.10*

(Page position)2 .002 .002 .60 13.71*

Meaning vs. Surface
' x Page position -.003 -.003 .14 3.09

Meaning vs. Surface
x Group comprehension -.01 -.01 .26 5.94

Importance of page
x Group comprehension .25 .24 .38 8.72*

Page position x Group fluency -.01 -.01 .95 21.63*

Other page and story factors 32.54 15.62*

Constant/residual .19 31.32

* For Between-Groups factors, critical F (1,11) = 9.65, p < .01; for Within-Groups
factors, critical F (1,711) = 6.68, p < .01; for other page and story factors, critical
F (47,711) = 1.73, p < .01.
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Table 7

Subject-Level Analysis of Short Answers

Variable
1kimiglits Percent

Entry Final Variance X2

Between-Subjects

Subject's comprehension .58 .48 27.73 30.99*

Subject's fluency .33 -.01 6.27 8.30*

Group fluency 1.42 1.79 24.17 25.33.*

Group comprehension -.36 -.36 3.85 1.06

Constant/residual -7.72 37.98

Within-Subjects

Meaning vs. Surface .08 .23 .17 8.64*

Density of page 16.80 16.14 1.24 61.27*

Page position -.06 .13 1.24 62.82*

(Page position)2 -.01 -.01 .20 13.13*

Active turn .09 .33 .10 5.92

Turntaker's fluency' -.04 -.07 .06 2.66

Meaning vs. Surface
x Page position -.02 -.02 .13 7.26*

Active turn
x Turntakers's fluency -.05 -.05 .09 6.71*

Page position
x Group comprehension -.01 -.01 .15 6.10

Other page and story factors 23.76 1398.40*

Constant/residual -3.75 72.86

* Critical X2 (1) = 6.63,p < .01; for other page and story factors, critical X2 (47) = 27.44,
p < .01.
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Group-Level Analysis of Short Answers

Variable
b-weights Percent

Variance FEntry Final

Between-Groups

Group fluency .09 .08 70.00 26.79*

Group. comprehension .02 .02 1.26 .48

Constant/residual .12 28.74

/
Within-Groups

Meaning vs. Surface .02 .04 .41 8.16*

Density,of page 3.22 3.07 2.59 51.29*

Page position -.01 .03 2.55 50.38*

(Page position)2 -.002 -.002 .70 13.94*

o Meaning vs. Surface
x Page position -.004 -.004 .25 4.91

Page position
x Group comprehension -.002 -.002 .14 2.69

Other story and page factors 57.45 24.11

Constant/residual -.21 35.92

* For Between-Groups factors, critical F (1,11) = 9.65, p < .01; for Within-Groups factors,
critical F (1,711) = 6.68, p < .01; for other story and page factors, critical F (47,711) =
1.73, p < .01.



Table 9

Subject-Level knatysis of Recall of Important Elements

Variable
b-weights Percent

Variance FEntry Final

Between-Subjects

Subject's comprehension .09 .06 17.85 3545*
_

Subject's fluency .05 .01 4.10 8.14*

Group fluency .13 .14 7.52 14.93*

Group comprehension -.01 -.01 .04 .07

Constant/residual .21 70.49

Within-Subjects

Story a a 11.11 17.58*

-
Meaning vs. Surface .05 .20 3.02 14.33*

Meaning vs. Surface
x Group Comprehension -.02 -.02 .99 4.72

Constant/residual .20 84.88

* For Between-Subjects factors, critical F (1,140) = 6.82, p < .01; for Within-Subjects
factors, critical F (1,403) = 6.70, p < .01, except for Story, where critical F (3,403) =
3.83.

* Three orthogonal contrasts omitted.
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Table 10

Group-Level Analysis of Recall of Important Elements

Variable
b-weights Percent

Variance FEntry Final

-

Between-Groups

Group fluency .18 .15 57.64 15.54*

Group comprehension .04 .04 1.56 .42

Constant/residual .22 40.80

Within-Groups

Story a a 38.06 9.78*

Meaning vs. Surface .05 .19 9.77 753*

Meaning vs. Surface
x Group Comprehension -.02 -.02 2.90 2.24

Constant/residual .22 49.27

* For Between-Groups factors, critical F (1,11) = 9.65, p < .01; for Within-Groups factors,
critical F (1,38) = 7.35, p < .01, except for Story where critical F (3,38) = 4.34.

a Three orthogonal contrasts omitted.
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Table 11

Analysis of Oral Reading Errors

Variable
b-weights Percent

VarianceEntry Final

Between-Turntakers

Turntaker's fluency -.07 -.05 26.86 59.60*

-Turntaker's torhprehension -.05 -.05 10.49 23.26*

Turntaker's race -.003 -.003 .01 .02'

Constant/residual -1.49 62.65

Within-Turntakers

Meaning vs. Surface -.04 .03 2.36 17.11*

Density of page -2.60 -2.51 1.94 14.05*

Page position .002 .02 .08 .55

(Page position)2 -.001 -.001 .30 2.14

Meaning vs. Surface
x Page position -.001 -.03 .04 .26

Meaning vs. Surface
x (Page position)2 .003 .003 1.33 9.62*

Meaning vs. Surface
x Turntakees race -.03 -.03 1.52 11.04*

Other story and page factors 13.37 2.05*

Constant/residual -1.35 79.07

* For Between-Turntakers factors, critical F (1,139) = 6.82,p < .01; for Within-Turntakers
factors, critical F (1,573) 6.69, p < .01; for other story and page factors, critical
F (47,573) = 1.73, p < .01.
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Table 12
,,

Subject-Level Analysis of Story Interest

Variable
b-weights Percent

Entry Final Variance V

Within-Subjects

Story a a 16.09 93.85*

Meaning vs. Surface .33 .33 2.58 18.06*

Constant/residual b b 81.11

* For Story, critical X2 (3) =
p < .01.

11.34,p < .01; for Meaning vs. Surface, critical X2 (1) = 6_63,

* Three orthogonal contrasts omitted.

b Three intercepts omitted.

1

-
.0=r
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Table 13

Group-Level Analysis of Story Interest

Variable
b-weights Percent

Entry Final Variance F

Within-Groups

Story a a 43.35 11.59*

Meaning vs. Surface .20 .20 9.30 7.46*

Constant/residual 2.52 47.35

* For Story, critical F (3,38) = 4.34 p < .01; for Meaning vs. Surface, critical F (1,38) =
7.35, p < .01.

a Orthogonal contrasts omitted.
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Table 14

Analysis of Lesson lime

Variable
b-weights Percent

Entry Final Variance F

Detween-Groups

Group fluency

Constant/residual

Within-Groups

Meaning vs. Surface

Constant/residual

-1.58 -1.58 60.03 16.52*

21.87 39.97

-1.19 -1.19 30.99 17.06*

14.00 69.01

* For Between-Groups factors, critical F (1,11) = 9.65,p < .01; for Within-Groups factors,
critical F (1,38) = 7.35, p < .01.



Figure Captions

Figure 1. Recall of propositions as a function of meaning versus surface emphasis and group
comprehension.

Figure 2. Recall of propositions as a function of P.verage g..,,..2 comprehension and importance of
Page.

Figure 3. Recall of propositions as a function of individual comprehension and page position.

Figure 4. Recall of propositions as a function of average group fluency and -age position.

FigureI. Responses to short answer questions as a function of meaning versus surface emphasis
and page position.

Figure 6. Responses to short answer questioes as a function of turntaking and the turntaker's
fluency.
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Figure 1
Recall of Propositions as a Function of Meaning Versus
Surface Emphasis and Group Comprehension.
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Figure 4
Recall of Propositions as a Function of Average Group
Fluency and Page Position.
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Figure 5
Responses to Short Answer Questions as ,a Function of Meaning
Versus Surface Emphasis and Page Position.
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Figure 6
Responses to Short Answer Questions as a Function of
Turntaking and the Turntaker's Fluency.
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